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Consider for investment for Future 
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American Girl & Mattel Corporations
consider for Investment for 

Future New Educational Product(s) 

Line Reviews

Czechoslovakia (Czech) Settlement in USA

American Girl & Mattel Corporations to consider to invest

in the town of Wilber, Nebraska known as Wilber ‘Czech’, 

Nebraska as a resource possibility for a new historical 

educational doll product(s) and accessories for mass 

marketing.

Prepared for American Girl & Mattel Corporations for 

evaluations of reviewing the historical American place of 

Wilber, Nebraska in the United States for historical 

educational information in review of the selection process 

for selection of possible educational products with factual 

information.

This information packet was collected specifically for 

American Girl & Mattel corporations to consider Wilber, NE 

in their upcoming considerations of future historical 

creative products under review and to select Wilber NE as a 

selected town for documenting an historical town with 

cultural history in the result of meetings with the town of 

Wilber, NE for further interest and proposal of Trademark 

Licensing Partnership Agreement(s). 
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A HISTORICAL EDUCATION TO BE 

EXPERIENCED

Let Wilber, Nebraska the Czech 

in America be an educational 

experience for the 

American girl through books, 

dolls, dolls accessories and 

adult and child cloths

November 2016



WHY SHOULD

AMERICAN GIRL & MATTEL 

CORPORATONS 

CONSIDER TO INVEST AND 

DESIGN AN AMERICAN GIRL 

DOLL AFTER A TOWN IN 

NEBRASKA?

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA

IN CHECK

WITH AMERICA!

November 2016



WHAT OR WHO IS WILBER NEBRASKA?

Wilber is a small town located in Nebraska, United States. 

The small town was settled in1873.

The settlers are from Czechoslovakia ‘Czech’, Slovak, Moravian and 

Bohemian

WILER, NE  is considered ‘American Czech Capital of Nebraska’.

WILBER, NE is a farmers community that feeds the world.  Farmers grain elevator 

hold the capacity of 2 million bushels of grain present day 2016. Highlight 

celebrated year 1954 built originally held the capacity of 310, 000 completed.

Grain transported out of the town by train.

Historical political 

persons that visited
Robert (Bobby) Kennedy 1968

accompanied 

by Astronaut John Glenn

Theodore Roosevelt April 18, 1912 
(suggested era(s) for an American Girl doll 

or dolls either 1968 or 1912 for 

a fun book novel)

Famous Singer visited in 

Dolly Parton
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*Town has a TRADITIONAL CUSTOM CLOTHING worn 

designed from past and still worn today!  

THE HISTORY OF CZECH 

CURRENT PRESENTS ITSELF FROM THE PAST

In Czechoslovakia (Czech) the Czech traditional dress of the 

other country have a village (town) uniform dress worn by each 

town. (Present day and Past) . 

Note: The traditional uniform dress is also referred to as 

the National Costumes worn known as the Kroj.

***THE TOWN OF WILBER, NEBRASKA was considered by 

the settlers from Czech a new town.  The new settlement of a 

new town meant a new dress different from the other villages 

of Czech they came from.  The Czech past and current 

traditions meant a new uniform dress showing where they 

came from.  

***The Wilber town in Nebraska has an American Czech 

traditional dress- since the Czech’s moved to America the 

tradition was to take on a new dress or make a new dress to 

show where they lived. The town was established in 1873 and 

the town traditional American Czech dress showing where they 

live still lives. Many of the settlers wore the traditional dress for 

a new country that represents a new town are today still 

wearing the new traditional dress of Wilber.  But, mostly worn 

today for holidays, weddings, funerals, dances at festival time 

and special celebrations.

WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!

November 2016



In America the Czechs brought with the traditions an old country to establish a new 

town that resulted in a new uniform traditional dress for a new town called Wilber in 

Nebraska.  But, the traditional dress also was accompanied with other traditions for 

a new country, a new dress and the traditional customs of entertainment in toys for 

children and adults, food with recipes, traditions for celebrations, dance, music, and 

family traditions of heritage, beautiful designed furniture, farm equipment, traditional 

designed daily used products. 

The Czech Family Heritage Tradition was a family’s hair wreath of the family 

delicately weaved from combed hair to preserve the life of a family and displayed in 

frames upon the wall.

To a Czechoslovakia in Czech, when it came to who is single or who was married?

WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

The head dress told for 

the asking from the other 

country.  A carried over 

tradition that the wreath 

of flowers, wreath of 

head band of cloth 

meant that the lady was 

single and available.  

Marriage from the 

traditional country, the 

head dress changed to a 

bonnet or a scarf that 

covered the hair.  Some 

beautifully beaded in 

cloth of the bonnet and 

the wreath head dress.

Moravian Wedding Dress 
Slovak Single Lady and traditional dress 
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Kroj: 

The traditional dress for man, lady, child and baby is called Kroj.  The 

designs of the Kroj (traditional clothing) are brightly colorful primary 

colors of flowers and bead work added and handmade with hand 

embroidered designs from the ladies of each of the villages. 

The lady and girl’s Kroj: Beautiful designs are displayed on the lady’s 

uniform shoulder sides of the bloused shirt that covers most of the 

skirt worn underneath.  Then an a vest that is brightly embroidered is 

added for additional decoration to accent the upper portion of the 

body to give the garment form of the body’s natural curves defining a 

lady’s chest area of the Kroj. Lady’s Kroj usually had some sort of 

puffed rounded full sleeves (not shoulders) that were stuff or corded 

with fabric with a full shirt in the round with length mid-drift of the 

shins. The shirt was full but did not use a hoop underneath. A straight 

lain skirt garment in length. Many that have the bloused dress over 

the skirt had brightly designed embroidery around the hemmed 

bottoms that could extend from the hem 12” to 16” into the shirted 

area. Some contained bands of embroidery to accent the skirt. 

WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

Kroj

November 2016



Wilber Czech Kroj (Traditional Costume 

Dress of the Town that was designed when 

town settled and worn today): 

For the men and boys of Wilber the town 

dress :  Uses the traditional embroidered 

patterns from the Czech country applied to a 

new traditional dress for Wilber. The men’s 

beautiful designed and embroidered on the 

oversized bloused shirt, pants and vest that 

are all handmade and hand embroidered.  

The use of mostly primary colors for the 

embroidery and the cloth embroidered upon 

that is used for the garment are black for the 

pants, white for the oversized bloused shirt 

and red for the vest. The head dress is a 

black hat decorated.

WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

Kroj

The America Town Dress for Wilber, Nebraska!

Wilber Czech America the Kroj (Traditional Costume Dress of the 

Town that was designed when town settled and worn today): 

For the ladies and girls of Wilber the town dress :  

Uses the traditional embroidered patterns from the Czech 

country applied to a new traditional dress for Wilber. The dress for 

the ladies and girls is beautiful designed and embroidered on the 

skirted blouse, skirt, and vest that are all  handmade and hand 

embroidered.  The mostly primary colors for the embroidery and 

the cloth embroidered upon that is used for the garment are red 

for the skirt, white for the bloused skirt and black for the vest. 

Head dress is flowers in a wreath or a bonnet 

that has detailed embroidery and or beads. 

Wreath of flowers 

to show a single lady and bonnets worn by 

the lady’s married.
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Food Traditions of Wilber Czech, Nebraska and Czech: 
*Jelita (Blood Sausage)

*Jaternice (White Sausage)

*Houska, a raisin and nut filled bead

*Wilber rye bread  

*Kolache’, a cookie tart or consider a breakfast pastry or a desert if you 

add a whip topping

*Mandlove Pernicky, an almond cookie

*Makovnik, a poppy seed roll

*Vanocni Hvezpicky or Vianoone Hviezpicky, Christmas stars

*Bramborove Placky or Ziemiakove Placky, potato rolls

*Sourkraut

*vánočka called Christmas bread

Dance Traditions of Wilber Czech, Nebraska and Czech:

*Polka and the traditional Czech Beseda dance

Music Traditions of Wilber Czech, Nebraska and Czech includes 

traditional polka, Czech Anthem, American Anthem

Instruments: some are detailed designed accordions, 

bag pipes called Dudy

Traditional Toys and Games: marionettes, dolls with traditional   

dress, a view finder that views photo cards, card games

Furniture made of wood and designed in Czech design. Have 

etchings and relief sculptures in the wood. 

(pictures attached from the Wilber Czech Museum)

Media News, Present day ‘The Czech Slavnosti’ newspaper

Traditional languages spoken and still taught: English, Czech

WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

November 2016



WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

CELEBRATIONS & EVENTS

*Czech Festival 3 day festival established in 1962 first weekend in 

August  *Parades *Traditional Dance: Czech Beseda dance *Miss 

Czech-Slovak Pageant started 1987 in Wilber

CHRISTMAS IN AMERICA TOWN WITH CZECH TRADITIONS:

The Czech Days of Christmas
*December 4th Barborky or Saint Barbara 

to start the holiday origin of Czech Republic.  A branch is cut at the first light from a cherry 

tree that was 10 yrs old. Then taken to a house of an unmarried girl, put in a vase. If it the 

sprig blooms on Christmas Eve thee girl would find a husband in the following year. If it 

blooms earlier, date of wedding brought forward by one month for every day in which it 

bloomed ahead of time.

*December 5th Saint Nicholas (Mikuláš) Day
Three costumed characters walk the streets, St Nicholas ((Mikuláš), the Angel (anděl) who 

represents the Good, and the Devil (čert) represents evil. All three stop children asking them 

if they’d been good in the past year.  The child can say yes, sing a song, recite a poem and 

the Angel hands out candy.  With the telling that the bad kids would be put in thee Devil’s 

sack and taken to hell, or would only receive a sack of potatoes or coal instead of candy. The 

tradition is supposedly based on 4th century Greek bishop named Nicholas to of said to have 

left money as a gift on the windowsill of three poor girls to enable them to get married. 

*December 24, Christmas Eve (Štědrý den) Day 
In Czech name literally means ‘Generous Day'. Traditionally one is suppose to fast all day 

before dinner so they can see zlaté prasátko, the golden piglet on the wall before dinner. A 

good sign of fortune. Dinner is served after sunset and not before the first star comes out at 

night. Served is carp, potato salad, mushroom, sauerkraut or fish soup. Carp maybe left alive 

prior day by putting in the bathtub until ready for cooking.  Dessert maybe apple strudel and 

traditional Christmas bread called vánočka. It’s the baby Jesus (Ježíšek) that brings the 

children presents on that day.  Children leave the room. When they hear the tinkle of bells 

being rang the baby Jesus arrived and left them presents.  Bells rang by the parents. 

Midnight church service or Mass (půlnoční mše) at local church maybe attended.

*December 25th Christmas Day (Boží hod vánoční)
Christmas celebrations continue on Christmas Day (Boží hod vánoční) days center around 

family traditions depending on region family is from of family visits, festive lunches and 

dinner. 

*December 26th St. Stephen’s Day (Sv. Štěphán)
The day is center around traditional family depending on region also participates in festive 

lunches and  a dinner. The tradition has it that roast turkey, goose or duck is served.
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WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

Continued:

CHRISTMAS IN AMERICA TOWN WITH CZECH TRADITIONS

Holiday Traditions and Customs:  Christmas!
Czech Christmas includes: 

*The Floating of Walnut Shells (a fortune telling of those that participate) little 

boats made out of empty walnuts by each of the family, each person in the family places the 

a little burning candle into a shell then sets the to float in a bowl of water. If the shell sinks 

while it crosses the bowl bad luck it brings its owner bad luck.  If the boat makes it across 

without sinking, its owner will live a long and healthy life.

*The Cutting of the Apple after dinner (fortune telling of the outcome for the 

next Christmas upon the family) After Christmas dinner and apple is cut at the table in the 

middle across the belly of the apple. Both halves are shown to everyone around the table. If 

the core is shaped like a star, good fortune, everyone will get together next year. If the shape 

is a four pointed cross it’s a bad omen and means that someone at the table will fall ill or die 

within a year.

*The Pouring of Lead (fortune telling of the person that melts the lead and pours 

it into water – the shape defines the destiny), 

*The Fish Scales (a good luck charm) Scales of fish put under the plate of the 

Christmas dinner) a and under the table cloth to bring great wealth to the house. Carrying a 

fish scale in a wallet all year will ensure that money will not run out.

*The Shoe over Your Shoulder (fortune telling, on Christmas Eve), practiced  

by unmarried Czech women to predict their relationship status for the upcoming year.  Stand 

with the back to your door and toss one of your shoes over your shoulder.  If it lands with the 

toe facing the door it means the young lady will get married within the year. If it land with the 

heel facing the door the young lady is in for another year as a single person.

*The Christmas Pickle (scavenger hunt) To get an extra present, the person that 

finds the pickle-shaped ornament or pickle that was hid on Christmas morning. (Note: 

presents are usually opened on Christmas Eve.

*The Golden Pig (an after dinner walk searching for the zlaté prasátko, golden pig) 

But, on Christmas Eve those that fast all day and were able to hold off on all of the goodies 

until that evening of Christmas Eve will see a golden pig in the evening.
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WILBER NEBRASKA

ITS THE CZECH OF AMERICA IN CHECK
WITH AMERICA!  Traditions!

Continued:

CHRISTMAS IN AMERICA TOWN WITH CZECH TRADITIONS

Holiday Traditions and Customs:  Christmas!
Czech Christmas Dinner Superstitions:

Fortune Telling Traditions

*No one should sit with his or her back to the door

*The table should be set for an even number for guests. Odd numbers bring bad 

luck or death. An extra plate can be used to even out the number. An extra plate 

should be in case of an unexpected guest or person in need that may arrive at 

the house at dinnertime.

*No one should ever get up from the table before they are finished with their 

meal. It brings bad luck and death in the family. Everyone would rise from the at 

the exact same time when departing It was believed that the first person to 

leave the table by themselves would die in the coming year.

*Christmas dinner should consist of nine course meal, soup, bread with honey, 

carp potato salad, fruit dessert (apple strudel or Christmas bread called 

vánočka), and other foods.

*No alcohol should be served on Christmas Eve.

*Everyone should finish their dinner on their plate and leave nothing.

*Table legs would be tied with rope to protect the home from thieves in the new 

year.

*Any leftovers from dinner (fish bones, etc.) should be buried around the trees to 

ensure they will bear lots of fruit.

*All household animals should be fed after dinner so that no one goes hungry 

on Christmas Eve.
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A HISTORICAL EDUCATION TO BE 

EXPERIENCED

Let Wilber Czech be an 

educational experience for the 

American girl through books, 

dolls, dolls accessories and 

adult and child cloths
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Wilber, Nebraska United States

THE FUTURE OF 

THE PAST AND PRESENT

A PROPOSED  

Partnership Agreement Interest for 

American Girl & Mattel Corporations

to consider Future marketing

A NEW AMERICAN GIRL DOLL that grew up in WILBER 

CZECH, NEBRASKA UNITED STATES

Suggested Trademark Licensing Agreement of partnership 

with the town of  Wilber, Nebraska United States.

Czechoslovakia (Czech) Wilber, NE outfit (only) shown on an existing 

American Girl doll (not an American Girl doll designed for Wilber, NE)

Czech American Girl doll by itself not yet designed.
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People of Wilber Czech Outfit

already designed and on the market in the small 

shop of

in Wilber, NE 

for purchase by the public

Includes an

18” doll size outfit

That fits the American Girl 18” doll.

TOWN OF WILBER, NEBRASKA

WILBER CZECH, NEBRASKA UNITED STATES 

November 2016



MARKETING
(Suggested)

with and of traditional Wilber Czech, Nebraska.  Suggested Trademark Licensing 

Agreement of Partnership with the town of Wilber, Nebraska United States for the 

following to keep ‘Wilber Czech’ Nebraska alive with others in the world with 

Wilber Czech traditions combined with Czech traditions.  A new home town that 

became part of the United States of America.

1) Doll 18” designed to go with physical appearance of Czech of a real person 

(skin, hair and eye color)

2)   Outfits (5 or 6 outfits for first time marketing)

(a Traditional Dress Costume of Wilber Czech, already designed with 

wreath to show single lady, by of Wilber Czech, Nebraska WITH OPTIONS 

FOR THE TOWN  OF WILBER TO MANUFACTURER IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 

CORPORATE COMPANIES AMERICAN GIRL & MATTEL)

and sleeping garment, traditional dress of Prague, a wedding outfit 

Moravian with bonnet decorated (Wilber is being modeled after the city 

of Telc renovations are currently taking place), traditional dress of 

Bolivarian, traditional dress of Slovak and Moravian Czech 

3) Book(s) of  the telling the Czech American Girl at a young age during two 

time periods in American history –Facts of history with fictional 

character(s) about Wilber, NE as an established traditional Czech American 

town (suggested eras Robert (Bobby) Kennedy’s 1968 visit  with Astronaut 

John Glenn Wilber was settled in 1873 by grandmother or grandfather 

would be still alive as first settler at the age of 89 and/or Theodore 

Roosevelt’s visit by train in 1912 Wilber was settled  in 1873 of the first 

settlers a mother or father would be at the age of 39) 

4) Doll building structures may include the Meat Market 1902, 2 Wilber Opera 

Houses 1880-1917 and 1892-1940, Hotel Wilber Bed & Breakfast 1895, 

Wilber Cigar Factory 1913, Saline County Court House 1879, 2 School 

Buildings 1879 and 1903, Sokol Hall (dance hall) 1930 etc. Farmers Grain 

Elevator, farm equipment for boy doll.

5) Additional accessory doll items mentioned from the book that may include 

Hotel Czech, furniture (Bedroom), toys, music instruments(accordions, 

Dudy is bag pipes, plastic food, with accessories modeled after the book 

using the ‘Wilber Czech Museum’ historical items on display.

TOWN OF WILBER, NEBRASKA

WILBER CZECH, NEBRASKA UNITED STATES 
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Suggested 

American Girl & Mattel Corporations

to invest in

Trademark Licensing Agreement of Partnership 

with the town of Wilber, Nebraska United States 

A Czechoslovakia (Czech) settlement in the USA 

Trademark Licensing Agreement Partnership with Wilber, Nebraska would include 

the traditional outfits of Wilber, NE (that exist present day) for mass marketing with 

the proposed creation of an  18” educational American Girl doll presented in 

creation by sample from American Girl & Mattel presented to Wilber, Nebraska. 

After American Girl & Mattel Corporations of evaluations of their review of possible 

future historical America’s educational products line chooses to invest in Wilber, 

Nebraska as an educational resource of American history of Czechoslovakia 

(Czech) town settlement in the United States of America. American Girl & Mattel 

Corporations invest in Wilber, NE basing the creation of future doll(s) with 

additional products based on historical facts of Wilber, NE for a historical 

educational product line that was considered as a new future historical educational 

product line for mass production by American Girl & Mattel Corporations with 

Trademark Licensing Agreement with Wilber, NE; a Czechoslovakia settlement 

community in the United States of America.  Trademark Licensing Agreement of 

Partnership would include also, the use of Wilber town’s name, customary 

traditional dress (that exist today) for the educational 18” doll, the creation of story 

telling book novels based on the small town of Wilber, Nebraska that was settled as 

a Czech community in the United States.  Telling the educational story of Wilber, 

Nebraska’s story of the Czech’s of America that settled with traditions and customs 

(and Wilber Traditional dress costume) that were applied to America and became 

America Czech in the United States. Using the historical factual time period(s) of 

the town setting, events, museum artifacts, and traditional dress of the Wilber 

community identifying the Czech community of the location town the Czech 

Americans live.  Using a fictional character and fictional Czech name for the 

historical story that may of really or could of happened for those identified as 

symbolized as the different Czech ladies (as Czech American girls) that lived during 

that time period(s) that the fictional character Czech American Girl will experience 

at the time of  the event in Wilber, NE as the fictional character that became real on 

the pages with real historical facts.  In addition, the fictional character relates to 

those that had really experienced the time period. Agreement of Trademark 

Licensing Partnership would also apply to historical building replications, additional 

cloths and accessories for the doll(s) for additional marketing prospects for 

American Girl & Mattel Corporations also to be presented to invest towards the 

town of Wilber, NE  and for future Trademark Licensing Agreements that need to 

presented for future educational product line mass marketing by American Girl & 
Mattel Corporations in the agreement(s).
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Suggested Created after
Real People of Czechoslovakia (Czech) for Wilber, NE 

18” doll design

(physical appearance of the real people of Czech suggested for doll)

Skin color:  White in skin color 

Hair color: light brown to brown hair (majority)

Eye colors: brown eyes

Girl’s names (common):  Anna, Zuzana, Marcela, Zdenka 

(Zdenka without the a at the end is a boy’s name)

Boy’s names (common):  Jon (nickname Honza), Jan, Zdenk, 

Anton, Lubomir, Adrian, Milo

Doll appearance (suggested): white pink toned skin, light 

brown hair, 

Shown is not the doll design suggested for physical appearance though the

dress is in the traditional Wilber Czech, Nebraska traditional dress.

TOWN OF WILBER, NEBRASKA

WILBER ‘CZECH’, NEBRASKA UNITED STATES 
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CzechCraft Shop where you can purchase in the town the 

America’s Czech Village the American dress of the Czech 

settled village in America of their own traditional dress made 

to distinguish and keep the custom of the villages of Czech 

with its own design designed after the Czech villages. On 

sale in the sizes for men, women, children sizes and doll 

sizes that are handmade and hand embroidered. 

Wilber Czech Traditional Village Dress

TOWN OF WILBER, NEBRASKA

WILBER CZECH, NEBRASKA 

UNITED STATES 

Czechoslovakia (Czech) in Wilber, Nebraska 
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‘Wilber Czech’ 

traditional town 

(village referred to 

as over in Czech 

country)

Town’s traditional 

dress worn in 

Wilber, Nebraska. 

The cloths are 

locally made by the 

town. 

The cloths are sewn 

together by home 

machines and hand  

embroidered for 

men, women and 

children that live in 

the Wilber town, 

Nebraska, United 

States

The town also sells 

the outfits to visitors 

at the local 

CzechCraft shop.

Women, men, 

children 

shown on display in 

the window of the 

CzechCraft Shop.

Baby outfit not 

shown

Worn at dances and 

other celebrations

TODAY’s 

TRADITIONAL 

DRESS FOR THE 

TOWN

Czechoslovakia (Czech) 
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CUSTOM AREA 

TRADITIONAL DRESS

OUTFITS 

AVAILABLE & SELLS
IN THE TOWN OF

WILBER (CZECH), NEBRASKA UNITED STATES 

THAT INCLUDES PEOPLE SIZES FOR

Adult and Child

MENS, LADIES, BOYS, GIRLS AND BABIES

AND OUTFITS OF TRADITIONAL DRESS 

INCLUDES AN

18” DOLL SIZE OUTFIT

THAT FITS

AN AMERICAN GIRL DOLL

November 2016



SAMPLE 
OUTFIT OF AN 

18” DOLL

SHOWN ON AN 

AMERICAN GIRL DOLL

SHOWN IN THE 

TRADITIONAL WILBER CZECH TOWN DRESS
THAT CAN BE PURCHASED BY THE PUBLIC

FROM THE TOWN CZECHCRAFT SHOP

IN WILBER CZECH, NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES

Czechoslovakia (Czech) 
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Wilber Czech Traditional Village Dress United States

Shown on an American Girl 18” doll display 

Back of uniform dress

Front of uniform dress

Side of uniform dress

Wilber Czech Traditional Village 

Dress United States
*Shown on an American Girl 

18” doll display. 

*Handmade and hand embroidered by 

the town of Wilber, Nebraska

18” Doll Cloths displayed

*Sells at the shop at charge of

$38.00 tax to be added.

*Includes traditional head dress flower 

wreath, blouse, skirt with vest and 

bloomers. Clothing is called Kroj dress.

Czechoslovakia (Czech) 
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TRADITIONAL WILBER CZECH TOWN DRESS

THAT CAN BE PURCHASED BY THE PUBLIC

FROM THE TOWN CZECHCRAFT SHOP

IN WILBER CZECH, NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES

Current Products 

Price List 2016
of the 

‘CZECHCRAFT’ shop 
in Wilber, Nebraska

for the 

‘Wilber Czech’ Outfits 
on display 

for purchase by the public

For people and dolls with additional marketing 

products listed with prices.
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People
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Dolls

18” doll outfit
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Dresses to consider to 
market for additional 
doll dresses from 
different area towns of 
Czechoslovakia 

Displays are at the 
Wilber Czech Museum 

in Wilber, Nebraska

MARKETING 
ADDITIONAL DRESSES TO CONSIDER
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Historical References

Wilber Czech Traditional Village 

United States

Wilber Czech Museum 

And 

Town buildings 
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Wilber Czech Traditional Village 

United States

Wilber Czech Museum 

Wilber Czech Museum, Wilber, Ne

Store front display in downtown Wilber, Nebraska.
Many of the traditional cultures of Czech exhibited on display. Beautifully 

displayed historical reference of the past mixed with today. 
Note: Museum sells books and small gifts that tells the stories of history.
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Some of the 

Czech Traditional Dress of 

Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum 

(pictured below a wedding dress from Moravian)
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below a wedding dress)
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below a wedding dress)
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum 

(pictured below man and lady married couple Tesin Slovak)
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below single lady due to the head 

dress of a wreath. Wreath maybe cloth or flowers Czech)

Moravian
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Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below a man’s dress)

Village Capital Prague Bohemian

November 2016



Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below

married lady due to the head being a bonnet 

Bohemian around Prague the Country’s Capital)

November 2016



Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum (pictured below married lady’s 

kitchen outfit 

from different village.  Head is not wreathed but a bonnet or scar

Slovak

November 2016



Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum 

(pictured below married lady’s Bohemia)

November 2016



Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum 

(Bohemian pictured below)

November 2016



Some of the Czech Traditional Dress of Villages on display at the

Wilber Czech Museum

(pictured below married lady’s in their bonnets)

Slovakia                                                Moravian               

November 2016



Wilber Czech Traditional Village United States

Wilber Czech Museum 
Pictures shown are a small portion of tradition from the Czech country that became 

American Czech in the USA.  Countries included are Czech, Bohemian, Slovak & Moravian 

November 2016



November 2016



November 2016



November 2016



November 2016



Accordions pictured top and right

Dudy pictured below left is a bag pipe

November 2016



WILBER CZECH CULTURAL CENTER

CITY HALL, WILBER, NE 

November 2016



WILBER CZECH CULTURAL CENTER

CITY HALL, WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Wilber Czech Museum, Cultural Center and Western United Insurance 

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Side building on side street of full size wall mural and Police Station 

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Small store, CzechCraft Shop and Karen’s Salon (beauty salon)   

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



SmokeHouse (meat deli & bakery), Saline County 

(service for elderly) and small meat store in WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Barnas Drug Inc (Pharmacy) and Wilber Trading Post

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Sokol Auditorium  (dance hall)

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Farmers grain elevator, Catholic church and Lutheran church

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



Hotel Wilber (Bed & Breakfast)

WILBER, NE 

November 2016



November 2016



November 2016



Some rooms 
have a sink (see 
above pink 
bedspread) 
instead of a 
traditional 
pitcher &  
basin.

Restrooms are 
down the hall 
with separate 
rooms for 
ladies and men.

November 2016


